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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) has robust sponsored research and education programs that work to provide the faculty, staff, and equipment needed for a strong, viable graduate school. Sponsored programs (research, education, and professional development) are integral to the Naval Postgraduate School mission. The research programs support graduate education by providing militarily relevant thesis topics that address issues from the current needs of the Fleet and Joint Forces to the science and technology required to sustain long-term superiority of the Navy/DoD. Research varies from the fundamental to the applied and covers all levels of classification. Sponsored research includes:

- Basic and Applied Research
- Individual and Interdisciplinary Group Projects
- Fleet Support
- Cooperative Research and Development Agreements

Sponsored education programs include integrated graduate education and research in space systems, total-ship systems engineering, combat systems, systems engineering and homeland security and defense, supplemented by off-campus graduate and certificate programs.

Professional development programs utilize NPS faculty expertise and student experience to support various communities within the Navy and DoD through short courses and web-based services.

In FY17, NPS had available over $89.7M (not including carryover funds from prior years) in sponsored program funding. Total expenditures in FY17 exceeded $95.5M.
The Graduate School of Business and Public Policy (GSBPP) offers unique residential defense-focused MBA and Master of Science in Management programs, plus master’s degrees in four other DoD-relevant areas. Faculty research is an important component of the school and strives to support military decision making, problem solving, and policy setting; improve operational and administrative processes, and organizational effectiveness; contribute knowledge to academic disciplines; and advance the mission of graduate education.

The research program is fully integrated into the educational process. Curriculum sponsors and other DoD organizations fund faculty research; students participate in these faculty projects and undertake research of their own in their capstone MBA projects, and faculty research results are incorporated into classroom instruction.

Topics and issues can be grouped into five broad functional areas: acquisition and contracting; budgeting and financial management; operations and logistics management; manpower-systems analysis; and policy formulation, analysis, and management.

TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $8.7m

The Graduate School of Operational and Information Sciences (GSOIS) resident programs consist of 21 technical curricula and award master of science and Ph.D. degrees across five academic departments. Responding to the needs of naval and military customers, graduate education and research are focused in six military important domains: information science and technology; computer science; operations analysis and operational logistics; human-systems integration; systems engineering analysis; and special operations and related defense analyses. The emphasis of sponsored research and studies activities is on the development, integration, and application of mathematical, scientific, and technical skills that contribute to advances and improvement in military systems and operations, and related areas of national defense and security.

TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $16.1m
The School of International Graduate Studies (SIGS) specializes in research and graduate education focused on security studies, international relations, regional security and area studies, international political economy, and U.S. security policy. Programs identify and address security challenges, develop civilian and military interagency alliances, and strengthen multilateral and bilateral defense cooperation between the U.S. and other nations. SIGS components include the department of National Security Affairs, Center for Civil-Military Relations, Center for Homeland Defense and Security, and the International Graduate Programs Office.

**TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $15.7m**

**BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY**

- Education: $12.6k (11%)
- Professional Development: $12.8m (11%)
- Research: $1.4m (9%)
- Support Activity: $1.4m (9%)

---

**SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUDIES**

The School of International Graduate Studies (SIGS) specializes in research and graduate education focused on security studies, international relations, regional security and area studies, international political economy, and U.S. security policy. Programs identify and address security challenges, develop civilian and military interagency alliances, and strengthen multilateral and bilateral defense cooperation between the U.S. and other nations.

SIGS components include the department of National Security Affairs, Center for Civil-Military Relations, Center for Homeland Defense and Security, and the International Graduate Programs Office.

**TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $32.4m**

**BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY**

- Education: $8.2m (26%)
- Professional Development: $6.8m (21%)
- Research: $23.7m (73%)
- Support Activity: $5k (<1%)

---

**BY SPONSOR**

- Army: $771k (12%)
- Air Force: $864k (13%)
- DoD: $14.4m (44%)
- Joint: $19.1m (41%)
- NSF: $1.3m (4%)
- Other-Fed: $558k (12%)
- Other: $278k (1%)

---

**BY DEPARTMENT**

- Electrical & Computer Engineering: $6.8m (11%)
- Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering: $4.5m (13%)
- Physics: $5.1m (16%)
- Space Systems: $1.3m (4%)
- Systems Engineering: $6.8m (21%)
- Oceanography: $3.7m (11%)
- Undersea Warfare Academic Group: $730k (2%)

---

**BY SPONSOR**

- Army: $562k (3%)
- DoD: $6.4m (41%)
- DHS: $3.7m (24%)
- Joint: $1.7m (11%)
- Other: $730k (2%)
- Other-Fed: $1.0m (7%)

---

**BY DEPARTMENT**

- Center for Civil-Military Relations: $8.7m (33%)
- Center for Homeland Defense and Security: $3.8m (25%)
- Int’l Graduate Programs Office: $311k (2%)
- National Security Affairs: $2.7m (11%)
- Dean of SIGS: $154k (1%)

---

GSEAS education leads to the master of science, engineer, and doctor of philosophy degrees awarded by seven technical academic departments (applied math, electrical and computer engineering, mechanical and aerospace engineering, meteorology, physics, oceanography, systems engineering) and two interdisciplinary academic groups (space systems and underwater warfare). Each offers degree programs tailored to the Navy and defense community, while providing technical foundations for student theses and interdisciplinary faculty and student research projects. Research centers and unique laboratory facilities (e.g., autonomous vehicle research, spacecraft research and design, remote sensing, rocket propulsion and combustion, electronic warfare & signal processing, ocean acoustics, atmospheric modeling & forecasting, multi-intelligence studies & data science, space-systems research, computer & communication networks, materials research, cyber warfare & cryptanalysis, undersea warfare, and weapon effects & analysis) add rigor to the resident academic and sponsored programs.
NPS’s research and education institutes and centers apply interdisciplinary research to military challenges, they facilitate degree programs, and they deliver executive and continuing education. Research centers, in particular, emphasize practical application of their results.

The Cebrowski Institute is a hub of innovation for the information revolution in military and security affairs for the Navy, DoD and nation. The CI helps generate ideas for information strategy and tactics and supports the information entrepreneurs who champion these ideas, promoting them in the Navy and DOD and working with leaders and networks to bring them into practice.

The MOVES Institute investigates modeling, virtual environments (VE), and simulation, with projects in 3D visual simulation, networked VE, computer-generated autonomy, computational cognition, human-performance engineering, immersive technologies, game-based simulation, combat modeling and analysis, and medical modeling and simulation.

The Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) provides manned aircraft, remotely piloted aircraft and ground based radars for scientific research, especially that based on atmospheric and oceanographic observations, payload integration, CONOPS development, flight-safety reviews, logistics, and flight support.

Consortium for Robotics and Unmanned Systems Education and Research (CRUSER) provides a collaborative environment for the advancement of educational and research endeavors across the Navy and Marine Corps around the subject of unmanned systems. The Consortium seeks to capitalize efforts, both internal and external to NPS, by facilitating active means of collaboration, providing a portal for information exchange among researchers and educators with collaborative interests, fostering innovation through directed programs of operational experimentation, and supporting the development of an array of educational ventures. The program fosters innovation through directed programs of field experimentation to assess, develop, counter, and exploit emerging capabilities, and by supporting an array of educational ventures.

The Energy Academic Group (EAG) works to develop and maintain NPS as a Navy Center of Excellence for Energy Graduate Education and Research. The Group supports this goal through interdisciplinary education and research programs and through concerted outreach around energy security and innovation topics.

The Naval Research Program (NRP) is a research award to NPS from the Operational Navy (OPNAV) for faculty and student studies. Each year, topic areas are submitted by the various OPNAV codes and faculty propose against those topics. For more information, see: http://www.nps.edu/web/ naval-research-program/

### TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $22.6M

**BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY**

- Professional Development $272k (1%)
- Research $19.9m (88%)
- Support Activity $1.9m (8%)
- Education $636k (3%)

**BY SPONSOR**

- Navy* $19.1m (85%)
- NSF $196k (1%)
- Other-Fed $81k (<1%)
- Other $500k (2%)
- Army $1.6m (7%)
- Joint $24k (<1%)
- DoD $1.1m (5%)
- NRP $11.2m (50%)

* Navy funds include Naval Research Program (NRP) funding.

**BY INSTITUTE/CENTER**

- CEBROWSKI $523k (2%)
- CRUSER $1.1m (23%)
- CIRPAS $919k (4%)
- EAG $1.2m (5%)
- MOVES $1.2m (50%)
- NRP $11.2m (50%)
- Other $2.0m (9%)

### ADDITIONAL RESEARCH FACTS FOR FY17

- Nine new Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) or Limited-Purpose CRADAs were executed. Partners were: H3D Inc, Northwest UAV, HyPerComp, Inc., The MITRE Corporation, Stochastech Corporation dba Tempest Technologies, Sierra Engineering & Software, Inc., Arcturus UAV, LLC, TIER I Performance Solutions, and goTenna, Inc.
- Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center awarded five fellowships to NPS students.
- 16 National Research Council Research Associates were on tenure at NPS.
- NPS hosted 11 visiting faculty members from the Engineer and Scientist Exchange Program.
- NPS Researchers filed 12 non-provisional patent applications, 14 provisional patent applications, and 18 new inventions disclosures, and were awarded 17 patents.

V1.1 1/26/2018 edit: CRUSER added, JIFX removed due to no expenditures in FY17